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The Rubakov effect (monopole catalysis of proton decay at strong-interaction cross sections) 
is absent for SU(5) grand unified monopoles, because of the non-existence of a zero-energy 
fermion-monopole bound state in this theory. 

1. Introduct ion 

Two years ago, Rubakov  [1] obtained the very interesting result that magnetic 

monopoles  can catalyze proton decay at strong-interaction rates. The details of  this 

calculation were published last year [2]. There are two main assumptions in his 

consideration: 
(a) the fermions are massless; 
(b) SU(2) monopoles  [3] are used instead of  G U T  [4] monopoles  [5, 6]. 

Similar results were also obtained by Callan [7]. 
In his work, Rubakov  emphasized the possible difficulties arising f rom assumption 

(a) [2]. By contrast,  Callan has argued that the Rubakov  effect persists after the 

removal of  assumptions (a) [8] and (b) [9]. The issue is vital, so we give here a 

different analysis of  the Rubakov  effect, with the fermion masses taken into account.  

We have used an SU(5) monopole.  
The question may  be raised why it is essential to consider an SU(5) monopole  

rather than an SU(2) monopole.  Their gauge-field structures are, after all very 
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similar. The reason is that the Higgs structure [10] of an SU(5) theory is much more 
constrained than that of an SU(2) theory. In the present consideration, the Higgs 
belonging to the 5 representation plays a central role. The admixture of a 45 Higgs 
does not change the result. 

The immediate motivation for the present consideration is the realization (as can 

be seen clearly from sect. 5 of [2]) that the Rubakov effect relies on a delicate 
cancellation. This cancellation depends on the asymptotic behavior of the fermion 
Green function in the monopole field, which is in turn controlled by the zero-energy 
states. When the fermions are not massless, these zero-energy states have been 
investigated by Jackiw and Rebbi [11], and Kazama and Yang [12]. Accordingly, we 
concentrate on these zero-energy states. For an SU(2) monopole, the Higgs can be 
such as to give a zero-energy fermion-monopole bound state, i.e. a state with energy 
equal to that of the monopole without the fermion. However, it is found in sect. 3 
that, for SU(5), there is no such state, and hence no Rubakov effect. 

Since the presence or absence of zero-energy states seems to depend on the details 
of the coupling, we have no cogent argument whether the Rubakov effect is present 
in other grand unified theories. If it is, then these theories can be naturally classified 
according to the presence or absence of the effect, which provides a deep probe of 
the structures of the underlying group and Higgs system. 

2. D i r a c  e q u a t i o n  

The monopole is described [6] by a pure gauge field W~ coupled to two Higgs 
systems, one • belonging to the 24 representation and one H to the 5: 

L =  - ½ T r ( W u . W " ~ ) + T r [ ( % ~ ) ( @ " c b ) ]  +(D~,I-I)*(D"H)-V(C~,H), (2.1) 

where the metric I S  ( 1 ,  - -  1 ,  - -  1, - 1), and the Higgs potential V is assumed to satisfy 
(see (3.9) below) 

= = H ) .  (2.2) 

The SU(2) subgroup used to construct the monopole is taken to be generated by the 
3rd and 4th components, and H has only a fifth component, which is real. 

The standard choice of fermions is used [4], consisting of a right-handed g" 
belonging to the 5 representation and a left-handed M to the 10. The fermions 
interact with the monopole, treated as an external field, i.e. the monopole fields are 
assumed not to be perturbed by the fermions. With the Higgs coupling 

L H = G H ~ M ~  + ¼Ge~r~"H~(M/~v)TC*Msn, (2.3) 
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where E12345 = 1 and C is the charge-conjugation operator, the Dirac equations are: 

./T C H  ] [ d3 (2.4) (iO-gW-v2"-" 51ke+ )=O, 

( iO- gW-  GHs)( u'2 ) = O, (2.5) 

where 

( W~33 W~34t ~ (2.6) 
~/r = W~ 43 W~ 44 ] ~ . 

For the monopole, W has no time components, while the space components are of 

the form of the Wu-Yang ansatz [3] 

wj33 Wj34 _1 ~ -Xw(r) (2.7) 
Wj43 Wj-44 -- ~EjklOk¥1g 

where o k are the Pauli matrices, and ~ = r/r is the unit radial vector. If ¢g is defined 

to be [11] 

~p = ( d3e + )o2, (2.8) 

then (2.4) takes the simple form 

iv~O~ + V@ejkt½OkPlw(r) -- ~i~ GHs(r)¢g = 0. (2.9) 

The question to be studied in sect. 3 is: is there a zero-energy bound state? 

3. Zero-energy bound states 

To find zero-energy bound states, set 0 0 = 0. Let 

~= q -  , 

so that q~+ and ~ -  are both 2 × 2 matrices, then 

o- V~/±- ½io.~+-o × ~w(r) +_m(r)~ -+= O, 

where 

m ( r )  = ~f~GHs(r). 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3 3) 
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Eq. (3.2) differs from eq. (A.5) of Jackiw and Rebbi [11] by not having a factor of o 
in the last term. This difference is crucial. Since the 2 × 2 matrices ~p-+(r) must be of 
the form 

= + ( , ) o j ,  (3.4) 

it follows from (3.2) that 

3 j X f -  ~w(r)xf++_ m(r)~b ±= 0, (3 .5)  

ajd~± + iej,,cgkx? + ~w( r )q~± ++_ m( r )x f = O. (3.6) 

The boundary conditions are that q~-+(0) and X ±(0) exist and that both ~± and X ± 
approach zero exponentially rapidly at infinity. 

It follows from (3.5) and (3.6) that 

O;(O±*Xf ) = iej,zXf O,X~* T m(r)[[~b ± ]2 q_ Ixf  12] • (3.7) 

Since an integration by parts shows that 

f dre ' jk lXf  OkXF * 

is real, it follows from (3.7) and (3.3) that 

f drHs( r ) [ t~±( r ) [  2 + [Xg(r)[ 2] = 0 .  (3 .8)  

On the other hand, since a stable monopole must minimize the total energy, the 
standard argument that leads to the absence of nodes in the ground-state wave 
function can be applied to show that Hs(r ) does not change sign. It then follows 
from (3.8) that both 4,-+(r) and x f (r )  vanish identically. In other words, there is no 
zero-energy bound state. The essential role played by the non-zero fermion mass is 
evident. 

If the Higgs potential V(~, H)  of (1.1) is written in the following general form 

V(~, H)  = - g 2 T r  @2 _ m2HtH + al(T r @2)2 + a2Tr @4 

+ a3 (HtH) 2 + a4HtHTr ~2 + asHt~ZH, (3.9) 

then a first-order perturbation calculation near the Prasad-Sommerfield limit [13] 
shows that Hs(r ) can be either increasing or decreasing as a function of r according 
to the sign of a 4. 
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4. Discussion 

We used the exact static gauge field and Higgs fields in our analysis. This is not so 
for the considerations of Rubakov and Callan; notably for Rubakov's  calculation of 
the fermion-number violating condensate with massless fermions. Both authors 
examine the gauge fields outside a radius r = r  0 - M x  1. A boundary condition is 
imposed on the fermion fields at r 0, after which r 0 ~ 0 [2, 8]. It is desirable to 
eliminate or to justify this approximate treatment of the core. This may be especially 
important  in future studies of the existence or non-existence of a condensate in 
theories with massive fermions and a zero energy state [11]. We consider the issue 
briefly. 

The fluctuating gauge field with fixed time component  Wo, ab = 0 (a, b = 3, 4) is a 
gauge transform of the space components of the static field Wj,,h in eq. (2.7). The 
gauge parameter  X(r, t) satisfies X(0, t) = 0 because of continuity [8]. We will use a 
different gauge, where the static Wj, ,b is fixed and 

A 
w0,o  = (4.1) 

with A(O, t ) - } , ( 0 ,  t ) =  O. We can now consider A a dynamical variable. This is 
because the part  of the action involving the gauge fields alone plus the coupling to 
fermions involves A as 

Sd4xLwF=-~-Sdldrr2[(A')2+2(A)2~2]+SdtdrA~'-Sdtdrw(r)S, 
__  r 2 - -  0 O ' r  

~ ( r , t ) - fo d r 4 ~rr Tr[~koy (---~-)~k0], 

S(  r, t ) = 4~rr 2½eiktP/Tr [ ~oyi% ~/o ],  (4.2) 

where the trace is taken with respect to the 3, 4 indices and we set F ( r ) =  1 - rw(r)  
(it vanishes rapidly for r >> M x x). The fermion matrices are defined by 

[ ~ ]  dI2 +, , d O ,  
= ] , T;Sxj( ) +o t+o , ( 4 . 3 )  

without any further approximation, the r ~ 0 behavior of Z '  and S is determined 
from q,0(r, t), which obeys a Dirac equation with gauge fields (4.1), (2.7). Then we 
find that ~ '  and S vanish a s  r 3 when r ~ 0. 

It  is now possible to integrate out A exactly. The general solution is involved and 
it is not in general possible to write down an explicit expression. However, in the 
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Prasad-Somrnerfield [13] limit F(r)= Cr/sinh(Cr) and we find 

fd4XLwF=f at 8~r[ -1o -Y+Cfo d r 7  cothCrq 

~ ( 1  ces2 ) ] + f d t d r w ( r ) S .  
× fo~dS ~-~ sinheCs 

Or) 
sinh2 ( C r )  

(4.4) 

The approximat ion  now consists in taking the formal limit r 0 = 1 / C  -+ 0 and setting 

w(r) = r -1. The first term in (4.4) (that conta in ing ~ 2 / r 2 )  is then the interact ion 

term in sect. 5 of ref. [2]. However, 2~ and S now correspond to a different problem 

from the original one. In  particular,  ~ '  and S are now in general of order uni ty  as 

r - +  0. In order to make contact  with the previous case, we have to impose a 

non-tr ivial  bounda ry  condi t ion Z'(0,  t ) =  S(0, t ) =  0 (e.g. with both vanishing lin- 

early as r ~ 0). Then  the term involving S in (4.4) is well defined. There are two 

dependent  terms in (4.4). Provided that ~ is bounded,  the in tegrand of the second 

term vanishes rapidly for r >> r 0 = C -  1. It approaches a constant  times the in tegrand 

of the first term for r --, 0. There appears to be no evident difficulty with the r 0 -~ 0 

limit, once one accepts the necessity of a non-tr ivial  bounda ry  condi t ion  on ~ '  and S 

for the new problem with r 0 = 0. 
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